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SHALOM CLEVELAND,
My name is Yoav Manor and I'm going to be one of the
Shinshinim next year!
I'm really excited to be a Shinshin and can’t wait to meet you
all, but before all that let me tell you a bit about myself.
My parents' names are Dana and Doron, and I also have 2
sisters.
I have a younger sister called Shai, and a twin sister called
Amit. My family loves to travel together in Israel and abroad.
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I'm 18 years old and I live in Haifa, Haifa is the third biggest city
in Israel and it is located in the north of Israel. Haifa is a mixed
city, which means that Jews and Arabs live here together.
Haifa is located on the Carmel Mountain which is known for its
big forest, and also for the amazing beach next to it.
I really love Haifa because of the large number of hiking trails
in the mountain and because of the amazing view.
Since the third grade I have been in the scouts. At first it was
just a fun after school activity, but since the 9th-grade I'm in
the scouts more than I'm at home. In the Israeli Scouts
everything is managed mostly by the teenagers, and taking
part in lots of roles in the scouts made me the person I am
today. I am in charge of over 10 team leaders, 51 counselors
and 450 kids (like a school of my own😅 ). It must sound funny
that a youth movement affects my life so much, but in the
scouts I have been taught so many values, it is the place that I
met most of my best friends and it is the place that allowed
me to make a different
My friends and I love camping and traveling in Israel and now
that we all have a driving license we can travel to different
places. Because Israel is very hot our favorite trips include
springs and waterfalls.
I am a student at “Ironi Hey High School” and my majors are
Biotechnology and Biology. I think that my favorite food is
hummus and I have been to more the 45 hummus
restaurants in Israel and even one in Thailand.
I can't wait to meet you all!
Yoav
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